New voice HEATHER HIND releases her debut album HINDSIGHT
“Her songs have a timeless classic feel…..there is nothing superfluous, and every single note
counts. Hind's multi-tracked harmonies are very fine throughout.”
Arts Editor of The Herald
Hindsight - the debut album by South African born Heather Hind - introduces a new,
stunning voice.
Her lyrical songs, coupled with the beautiful arrangements of co-writer Malcolm Lindsay,
weave stories of hope and heartache, with the power to make the listener stop and breathe
a different air for a while.
The twelve new tracks on the new album offer an unexpected journey through highs and
heartfelt lows, packing a powerful emotional punch, and are poignantly expressed through
the compelling purity of Hind’s vocals.
Hind’s main collaborator on Hindsight is award-winning composer and established musician
Malcolm Lindsay. Lindsay has written for a diverse range of bands, orchestras and
individuals including collaborations with David Byrne, Deacon Blue, Willard Grant
Conspiracy, The Delgados, RSNO and the Scottish Chamber Orchestra. His multi-layered
arrangements stretch each of Hindsight’s songs to a finely wrought expressive dimension,
creating an album of genuinely rich and varied musicality.
Hindsight also includes a co-write with PJ Moore (formerly of the Blue Nile), along with four
other songwriters.
The album was recorded and mixed in Glasgow, and mastered by Peerless chief engineer
Jeff Lipton in Boston, USA. (Lipton is possibly best known for mastering Bon Ivor).
Heather Hind mini biog
Hind initially grew up in what is now called Hwange National Park, a protected wilderness
area in Zimbabwe, moving to South Africa when she was a teenager. In her twenties she
came to the UK, spending time on the Scottish Hebridean and Shetland isles. All of these
places and her experiences within them, influence her songwriting and provide the source
for many of her lyrics. In 2010 she embarked on a part time MMus in Songwriting at
BathSpa University, and as this neared completion, Hind was introduced to Lindsay through
a mutual friend. They began a fruitful collaboration which led to the creation of Hindsight.
Now based in London, Hind is currently gigging across the city to promote the new album.

Listen to Hindsight

For press copies of the CD or online access to the album please email
( contact@heatherhind.com ) for a press pack. This also contains a full track listing and
credits.
Hindsight
Format: CD
Cat: MOZIE050
Barcode: 5024545689624

Access further information on Hind and Lindsay
Heather’s Website: www.heatherhind.com
For further information on Malcolm Lindsay:
www.malcolmlindsay.com
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